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     Earning almost $40 million domestically in its first two weeks of theatrical release, as well as 

a number-two opening at the box office and a number-one spot the following weekend, War 

Room (2015) has become the most financially successful movie for filmmaking brothers Alex 

and Stephen Kendrick. The Kendrick brothers, former pastors at a Baptist church in Georgia who 

went to seminary rather than film school, were self-taught as they began to make feature films 

for use in ministry. However, with the unprecedented financial success of their low-budget films 

Facing the Giants (2006), Fireproof (2008), and Courageous (2011), the platform for the 

brothers to share their work has grown substantially over the past decade. In that time, although 

their storytelling has not yet been perfected, their skills in that regard has improved as well. 

     In terms of its plot and characters, War Room shares several similarities with its predecessors. 

Themes addressed in the film such as marriage, parenting, prayer, and mentorship have also been 

addressed in the Kendrick brothers’ four previous films (the three aforementioned as well as 

Flywheel, their micro-budget debut in 2003). Character arcs also overlap from those films to War 

Room. For example, protagonist Elizabeth Jordan attempts to restore her marriage with her 

husband Tony, while he is tempted to begin another romantic relationship – a scenario similar to 

that of Caleb Holt and his wife Catherine in Fireproof. Even certain scenes in War Room are 

reminiscent of scenes in the previous Kendrick brothers’ films. Once Tony is convicted to restore 

his family, he has a reconciling conversation with his daughter Danielle – a moment evocative of 

scenes in Courageous and Flywheel, which were made three and twelve years, respectively, 

before War Room! 



     So what accounts for such a large response for War Room if the film practically reenacts 

moments from the filmmakers’ previous work? One factor may be the film’s characters 

themselves. The previous four films from the Kendrick brothers featured a white male 

protagonist – Alex Kendrick himself played three of those four characters. War Room is the 

filmmakers’ first work to have a female character in the lead role. “Women are not often 

portrayed favorably in [the Kendrick brothers’ films], nor are they ever their main focus” (105), 

noted J. Ryan Parker in Cinema as Pulpit, his dissertation on the Kendrick brothers’ films. The 

wives and mothers of the male protagonist usually had limited supporting roles; even Catherine 

Holt in Fireproof often took a back seat to her husband Caleb’s character arc. By placing 

Elizabeth Jordan in the lead role of War Room, the filmmakers have arguably gained a stronger 

female audience than they have with their previous films. 

     Furthermore, Elizabeth Jordan is the first African-American lead character in a Kendrick 

brothers film. The four supporting characters surrounding her – Tony, Danielle, mentor Miss 

Clara, and Tony’s best friend Michael – are also African-American. The Kendrick brothers’ first 

few films featured African-American characters in supporting roles, but never in the lead role. 

Even in Courageous, which follows an ensemble of five fathers including an African-American 

and a Latino, the strongest protagonist of them all was Alex Kendrick’s Caucasian character. 

Parker still took note of the fact that Courageous included more ethnicity in its cast, and he 

agreed that it would “no doubt help Courageous resonate with a larger audience” (118).  

     But perhaps another asset that has assisted in the financial success of War Room is in its story 

structure. The storytelling of the Kendrick brothers’ previous films has often been uneven in 

terms of the structuring of events. For example, the protagonist in Flywheel begins his journey 

back to faith in God when a pastor prays for him at his workplace. This event happens nearly 

half an hour into the film, a very late inciting incident to set the protagonist off on his journey. 

The protagonist of Courageous is finally moved to action after the death of a loved one, which 



occurs nearly 40 minutes into the film, leading to a late midpoint and a weak second and third 

act. In Facing the Giants, the characters find peace with God in the first quarter of the film, and 

from then on, the stakes are barely raised, leaving an empty, anticlimactic remainder of the story. 

Perhaps the most effective film from the Kendrick brothers is Fireproof – the protagonist is 

faced with the possibility of divorce at the film’s 10-minute mark, and the rest of his story is 

filled with ups and down (including a strong low point at minute 80 where all hope seems lost) 

that make for a much sounder, engaging story. 

     War Room may be the second-best film from the Kendrick brothers in terms of its structure. 

There is an appropriate amount of exposition in the film’s first act that leads smoothly into the 

rest of the story and Elizabeth’s journey. As she first prepares her prayer closet (her “war 

room”), she struggles to make time to pray, leading to comedic results that keep the story 

progressing. At the film’s midpoint, Elizabeth finally commits to fighting for her family in 

prayer. In the film’s second half, however, when the stakes should be getting harder, they don’t – 

soon, Tony finally reconciles with Elizabeth, Danielle, and God. Even when Tony reveals that he 

has stolen from his former employer, he quickly returns what he stole and apologizes, and the 

matter is quickly resolved. The film’s climax, where Tony competes with Danielle in a school 

competition, is an entertaining sequence but has no bearings on the overall plot. 

     The story structure of War Room, while an improvement from the Kendrick brothers’ 

previous films, is still not perfect. However, there are enough moments of comedy, drama, 

spirituality, and reconciliation in the film that can keep an audience quite engaged. These story 

elements combined with a new character demographic have made War Room a surprise box 

office hit, and the film will no doubt garner tens of millions of dollars more in the coming weeks. 

As the Kendrick brothers continue to produce motion pictures in the future, their success may 

continue to be attributed to the way they craft their work for larger audiences with further 

improved ways of storytelling concerning structure and character development. 
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